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FlapJack Start date May 31, FlapJack Forum Newbie. Joined Apr 27, Threads 3 Messages 6. I
posted a question on this forum a week or two ago about a new HRX that was surging at start
up - the mower would hunt up and down around the idle point for seconds until it settled down,
and I wanted to see if this was a problem. A reply from a long time forum user told me that he
had recently purchased an HRX himself and his mower did the same thing for the first time or
two he started it. He suggested I give it a few days and see if it wouldn't quit doing that. I
decided to do just that and - lo and behold! Runs like a top with a rock solid idle that settles
down within a second or two, now. And I thought it might be useful to someone else to post this
here, in case they buy an HRX and it does the same thing. Joined Jun 8, Threads Messages 6,
FlapJack said:. Joined May 25, Threads 0 Messages 3. Please explain what you did to solve the
surging problem? Joined Jun 27, Threads 11 Messages You must log in or register to reply
here. Select your model below. In the past, when times were better economically, if a
lawnmower broke down the owner would usually just go out and buy a new one. In today's era
of a more uncertain economic outlook it makes sense for consumers to repair their tools, rather
than replace them. Most homeowners own a lawnmower, and have frequently invested a good
deal of money in its purchase. Even high-quality lawnmowers like Honda models sometimes
need repair or new parts. While the three models are similar, they do have different
components. You can identify which exact model you require parts for by looking at the manual
that came with the mower when it was purchased initially, or also by looking at the VIN number
on the mower. Specialists in Honda parts will have parts specifications lists that make it easy to
look up mower models by VIN. One of the best sites for Honda HRB parts is Commonly replaced
items on this mower model include bearings, brake arm. Again a quality comprehensive online
parts warehouse will help the consumer pinpoint the exact part for their exact model of mower.
On this model it is not unusual for the clutch cable and spring to wear out after heavy use and
need replacement. Because Honda mowers the body will often last a long time, sometimes
requiring new drive assemblies or occasionally an entire new transmission. All of these parts
are available for replacement purchase. Though the mower has more features, parts are still
widely available for this mower. The HRB has a hydrostatic drive and electric start feature, but
these features are sturdy and rarely need replacement. Because it is so effective at finely
chopping and bagging leaves, some customers buy a second grass and leaf bag from a parts
retailer to extend the life of their first bag. Built to last, the Honda normally requires little in the
way of expensive repair, but regular service to the mower would include replacement of the air
filter. For mowers that are not started frequently, carburetors may become gummed up and
clogged and require replacement occasionally. Again, a reputable Honda parts vendor can give
advice and suggestions for the replacement or repair of commonly replaced Honda
components. No matter what model number it is, if you have a Honda push motor, you have a
high-quality and durable mower. Even the best products can require replacement parts to keep
them running optimally. Preserve the value of your Honda HRB , , or lawnmower by investing in
quality, brand-name parts from a knowledgeable dealer. Buying the right parts ensures that
repairing your lawnmower will be easier and that the pieces will all fit back together when your
repair job is finished. For advice on what parts you need for your mower, contact an expert such
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leaking gas but only when I am mowing sideways on a hill with the carb facing downward. IF i
am level on ground it does not leak at all the gas is coming out of a small hole in the carb I Hope
that photo of the carb appears here so you can see where I mean I have never ran into this issue
before so I do not know how to fix the problem.. Thank you. Joined Jul 15, Threads Messages 5,
These folks ship fast to your door. I know it does not come out at all if i am on flat ground
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The most common reason a Honda mower won't start is because the carburetor is gummed up.
Honda's top rated HRX mowers are the ultimate lawn mowing machines. The diagram indicates
two linkages from the governor arm. Honda is very private when it comes to their breakdowns
and manuals. Refer to the Honda shop manual for service procedures. The official parts look up
site for Honda Marine. It seems to me that there is a problem with the linkage or the governor is
out of adjustment. Because I am a service center for Honda I have access to what they have on
line, most of their manuals you need to purchase. Honda carb cleaning This page has a few
possibilities for your throttle linkage setup. Also for: Gc, Gs Joined Jun 1, Threads 1 Messages
1. Here is one manual they offered on line for the cleaning of a carburetor very similar to yours.
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HRC mowers are not factory-equipped with spark arresters. Other possible causes include: It is
EASY and FREE Honda Engines offers a variety of small 4-stroke engines for lawn mowers,
pressure washers, generators, go karts, and a wide variety of other equipment. You bought one,
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purchasing it Now it runs Great, but I have a problem it leaks gas really bad if i am mowing side
ways on a hill with the carb facing downward, It is coming from the small hole in the carb and I
have never seen this happen before I thought that was just a air hole. The float does not seem to
be sticking cause gas does not come out of the carb if on level ground at all I have never seen
this happen before the hole is above the throttle part, I have no clue why gas is coming out of
there for at all it does not come out on level ground, just sideways on a hill with carb facing
download.. Tags: None. Here is a passage I got from another site, "This the fuel bowl vent,
necessary for two reasons. One so empty bowl can fill with fuel. If fuel enters bowl, bowl will not
fill unless air present inside can be allowed to escape. Vent provides path through which air can
leave bowl. Air and fuel vapors from bowl vented into carburetor so can be used by engine.
Second reason for fuel bowl vent to allow atmospheric pressure to be exerted on surface of fuel
in bowl. With carburetor, atmospheric pressure needed to force fuel up into venture. You may
see if you can get a small copper tube that will fit in that hole. Then bend it so that it reaches a
few more inches above the carburetor. Hopefully this will give just a little bit extra to allow you
to tilt your mower as much as you need. Comment Post Cancel. I had this same issue with a
customer and I ended up calling Honda and they said that there is no fix. The fuel is coming
from the breather and Honda mowers are only able to mow on a 20 degree slope or less. They
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Lever 2. Washer Transmission 2. Transmission Assy. Easy-starting, fuel efficient, and powerful,
Honda's premium residential GCV engine delivers even more power and torque than its
predecssor. The result? Superior mowing performance, and easier and faster cutting, even in
heavy, thick grass. Increased power also means increased durability, providing years of reliable
service. Easily adjust the mower's speed to your stride by rotating the speed adjust dial.
Variable speed from 0 to 4 mph. No tools or costly attachments are needed. It's the ultimate in
convenience and versatility. The end result? A perfect cut, less time emptying the bag, and less
work for you. This high impact resistant material does not dent, rust, or corrode over time. So
durable it comes with a lifetime warranty! You can rest easy, knowing your lawn mower is
covered from top to bottom for 5 full years. Just adjust the 10 position Clip Director to the right
setting for your lawn. Smaller grass clippings mean more grass fits in the bag. The HRX has a
convenient rear discharge door that improves maneuverability, eliminating the need for a
separate discharge chute attachment. Clippings are directed out the bottom at the rear of the
mower. The HRX design makes leaf shredding easy. Tiny pieces minimize the use of leaf bags
for collecting debris. No attachments or tools are necessary. The quick release handle is easy to
adjust to one of 3 positions for comfortable mowing. Or fold it over for more compact storage.
Ball bearings in all four wheels offer better maneuverability, smoother drive, and increased
durability. Convenient height adjustment levers to set mowing height for lawn conditions. Our
large capacity grass bags are balanced so they are easy to empty, saving you time and effort.
Quickly stops the engine when you let go of the flywheel brake lever. The fuel valve can be shut
off for transport, storage, or to perform maintenance. Information about Honda's response to
Covid Shop Local. Buy Online. Compare Products. Learn More. Just start the mower and go!
Want to mulch, but worried about leaving clumps? No problem. Go further before emptying the
bag. Easy, convenient rear discharge The HRX has a convenient rear discharge door that
improves maneuverability, eliminating the need for a separate discharge chute attachment.
Make quick work of leaves, with no attachments necessary. Large 9" ball bearing wheels Ball
bearings in all four wheels offer better maneuverability, smoot
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her drive, and increased durability. Large 2. Flywheel brake safety system Quickly stops the
engine when you let go of the flywheel brake lever. Manual fuel shut-off valve The fuel valve can
be shut off for transport, storage, or to perform maintenance. Engine Honda GCV Cutting Width
21". Mowing height adjustments 7. Ground speed 0 to 4 mph. Starter Recoil. Choke System

Automatic. Throttle Control Fixed. Drive Slipping Belt. Handle 1" Steel Tube. Handle Height
Positions 3. Wheels 9" Plastic. Ball Bearing Wheels All. Bag Standard. Bag capacity bushels 2.
Blade Control Flywheel brake. Dry weight 89 lb. Operating Weight 91 lb. Residential warranty 5
years. Deck warranty non-commercial Lifetime. Commercial warranty 90 days. Lawn mower
cover. Stainless Steel Guard Decks. Serial Number. MAGA - MAMA - Common replacement parts
guide MAGA - Common replacement parts guide MAMA - How to Videos. HRX Mower
Maintenance. Connect with Us. Shopping Tools. Honda Products. Customer Support. Company
Info.

